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Reviewer’s report:

The author(s) have responded fairly well to the main comments of both reviewers. I have some further criticisms, but none relate to major methodological or analytical flaws.

The key problem I have - as a seasoned reviewer of many hundreds of articles for public health and social science journals - is that I cannot see evidence that the statement on Author Contributions on p20 is actually true. There are many grammatical imperfections and lapses in the clarity of expression and argument throughout this paper. Most appear to emanate from the writing style of a single author who may have English as a second language. I do not make that assertion on the basis of family name, but do so on the basis that I have supervised the writing of many students with ESL backgrounds. There are SEVEN co-authors here, but it is quite obvious that they did not all work to refine this manuscript. Those co-authors who may, at best, have given this paper a perfunctory light read to tick off ahead of submission should either a) do the serious work expected of them as co-authors, or b) remove themselves from co-authorship. If the problem rests with the first author (i.e. submitting without seeking or waiting for co-author input) then this is a valuable lesson not to do so.

I reviewed this manuscript on paper and made many marginal notes. Often, I use such notes when I give extensive detailed feedback to authors to improve their paper. However, the obvious lack of attention to this manuscript by co-authors makes me disinclined to do their work for them.

If any authors think I am being too harsh, look at the final paragraph of the Abstract (pages 3-4) and the second paragraph on page 6 that contains two long and convoluted sentences. Read the first paragraph of the Discussion (p14), which has a long third sentence that is convoluted and therefore confusing. See the lack of clarity in the first paragraphs on both page 17 and page 18. These are among the most difficult parts of the text, but the whole paper needs careful editorial revision.

Additional comments:

While the authors revise this paper, they should reconsider whether the first paragraph on p17 is necessary. The data here are insufficient to offer any insight into the impact of "neurological/psychological modulation" - the associations they attempt to draw together appear to be tenuous and do not elucidate underlying mechanisms.
At the start of the Methods section on p7, after the description of sampling and before the sub-section on measurement of bullying and abuse, the authors should add a paragraph that outlines the scope and content of the omnibus survey interview. This is crucial, given the change in the paper to emphasise the feasibility of inclusion of brief sensitive questions on sexual abuse and bullying within general health and social surveys. What other measures were included in the interview? How long did the interviews take on average, and what was the time range? Also, on p10, the first sentence of the Data Analysis sub-section should be deleted, as it is too basic for a journal article.

I encourage the lead author to work with the team to resolve these issues and re-submit. I have checked the tables and am confident that this paper has the potential to make a sound contribution to the literature.
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